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SUMMARY In MIMO systems, the deployment of a multiple antenna
technique can enhance the system performance. However, since the cost
of RF transmitters is much higher than that of antennas, there is grow-
ing interest in techniques that use a larger number of antennas than the
number of RF transmitters. These methods rely on selecting the optimal
transmitter antennas and connecting them to the respective. In this case,
feedback information (FBI) is required to select the optimal transmitter an-
tenna elements. Since FBI is control overhead, the rate of the feedback
is limited. This motivates the study of limited feedback techniques where
only partial or quantized information from the receiver is conveyed back
to the transmitter. However, in MIMO/OFDM systems, it is difficult to de-
velop an effective FBI quantization method for choosing the space-time,
space-frequency, or space-time-frequency processing due to the numerous
subchannels. Moreover, MIMO/OFDM systems require antenna separa-
tion of 5 ∼ 10 wavelengths to keep the correlation coefficient below 0.7
to achieve a diversity gain. In this case, the base station requires a large
space to set up multiple antennas. To reduce these problems, in this paper,
we propose the link correlation based transmit sector antenna selection for
Alamouti coded OFDM without FBI.
key words: MIMO, FBI, OFDM, antenna selection, sector antenna

1. Introduction

There has been growing demand for high data rate in wire-
less communications. However, in the wireless communi-
cation environment, signals are usually impaired by fading
and multi-path delay phenomena. In such channels, inter-
symbol-interference (ISI) due to the frequency selectivity of
the channel cause unacceptable degradation of the error per-
formance. OFDM is an efficient scheme to mitigate these
effects of multi-path channels, since it eliminates ISI by in-
serting a guard interval longer than the delay spread of the
channel [1], [2]. Moreover, space-time processing can en-
hance the system performance. Therefore, to use an OFDM
with space-time processing is one promising solution for
high data rate [3]–[6].

In space-time processing, many schemes have been
proposed. Space-time coding (STC) has been studied as
an effective transmit diversity technique to combat fading
without wasting the bandwidth by spatio-temporal structure
[7]. STC is classified by space-time trellis code (STTC)
and space-time block code (STBC). STBC has been gain-
ing attention compared with STTC since STBC has sim-
plicity of implementation and decoding [8], [9]. Thus we
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consider STBC as a space-time processing in this paper.
Recent research has demonstrated that by utilizing chan-
nel state information (CSI) at the transmitter, the physical
layer can be optimized to provide higher link capacity and
throughput, more efficiently share the channel with multiple
users, increase range by exploiting diversity due to spatial
and frequency selectivity, and simplify multi-user receivers
through known interference cancellation [10]–[12]. Unfor-
tunately, acquiring CSI at the transmitter is difficult. In most
systems, the only opportunity for the transmitter to learn
about the channel is through a feedback control channel. Be-
cause feedback information (FBI) is control overhead, the
rate of the feedback channel is limited. This motivates the
study of limited feedback techniques where only partial or
quantized information from the receiver is conveyed back to
the transmitter [13]. Successful examples of limited feed-
back include adaptive modulation and Grassmannian beam-
forming [14]–[17].

However, in MIMO/OFDM systems, it is difficult to
develop an effective FBI quantization method for choosing
the space-time, space-frequency, or space-time-frequency
processing due to the numerous subchannels. Moreover,
since cost of RF is much higher than the antennas, there
is growing interest in techniques that use larger number of
antennas than the number of transmitter RF. These meth-
ods also rely on selecting the optimal transmitter anten-
nas and connecting them to respective RF. In general, mul-
tiple antenna systems show a high correlation coefficient
of channel and antennas [18]–[20]. In this case, we need
the processing to reduce the correlation coefficient. There-
fore, MIMO/OFDM systems require antenna separation of
5 ∼ 10 wavelengths to keep the correlation coefficient below
0.7 to achieve a diversity gain [21]. In this case, the base
station (BS) requires a large space to set up multiple anten-
nas. To reduce these problems, in this paper, we propose the
link correlation based transmit sector antenna selection for
Alamouti coded OFDM without FBI.

In frequency division multiplexing (FDD) systems,
the separation between uplink and downlink frequencies is
about 5% of the mean frequency. Therefore, the instanta-
neous phase and amplitude variation due to fading in the
uplink have no correlation to those in the downlink. This
means that the principle of reciprocity cannot be used. For-
tunately, however, given the small frequency separation, the
uplink and downlink channel still share many common fea-
tures, i.e.,the number of paths, the path delays, an average
SNR, and the DOAs, which are the same for both links and
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are not frequency dependant [22], [23]. Therefore, in FDD
systems, the channel parameters can be used at the base sta-
tion for downlink adaptive selection without FBI. Moreover,
in this paper, we consider the sector antenna system to re-
duce the antenna space in BS, since the different arrival sig-
nals show a low correlation coefficient. This paper is or-
ganized as follows. The proposed sector antenna selection
based Alamouti coded OFDM is described in Sect. 2. In
Sect. 3, we show the performance analysis of the proposed
system. In Sect. 4, we show the computer simulation results.
Finally, the conclusion is given in Sect. 5.

2. Proposed Sector Antenna Selection for Alamouti
Coded OFDM

This section describes the proposed sector antenna selection
for Alamouti coded OFDM, which employs TDM transmis-
sion for multiple users. The proposed system is illustrated
in Fig. 1.

2.1 Channel Link Correlation

In FDD systems, the separation between uplink and down-
link frequencies is generally about 5% of the mean fre-
quency. Therefore, the instantaneous phase and amplitude
variation due to fading in the uplink have no correlation to
those in the downlink. This means that the principle of reci-
procity cannot be used. However, in [24], the directions of
arrival φl and path length of each lay can be approximated as
constant for small displacements of the mobile, with typical
distances covered in ten of ms. Furthermore, the electri-
cal path length could be modeled as changing linearly with
small mobile displacements. These assumptions allowed us
to show that the behavior of spatial signatures with mobile

movement could be modeled as an autoregressive (AR) pro-
cess. Thus the individual elements of the spatial signature
can be expressed in the following form

h[ζ, fup] =
L−1∑
l=0

hle
j2πrlζ/λup

= −
L−1∑
l=0

Alh[ζ − l, fup], (1)

where fup is the uplink carrier frequency which corresponds
to the wavelength λup, Al is the complex number-constant
with respect to the mobile displacement ζ, rl/λup is the rate
of change of the electrical path length with respect to mobile
displacement, Al (l = 0, · · · , L− 1) is the AR coefficient, re-
spectively. The simplified physical model (1) at frequencies
of fup and fdwn is written as

h[ζ, fup] =
L−1∑
l=0

hle
j2πrlζ/λup ,

h[ζ, fdwn] =
L−1∑
l=0

hle
j2πrlζ/λdwn

=

L−1∑
l=0

hle
j2πβrlζ/λup ,

where β = λup/λdwn. (2)

For fup and fdwn equal to 4.9 GHz and 5.1 GHz respectively,
β is only 1.04. Given L observations of the spatial signa-
ture, we use the forward-backward method to determine the
coefficients, Al (l = 0, · · · , L − 1), of the model from (1).
These are the coefficients of the homogeneous equation of
a linear constant coefficient-difference equation. For clari-
fication, we define the complex exponential portion of the

Fig. 1 Proposed transmit sector antenna selection based STBC/OFDM.
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physical model from the left-hand side of (1) as follows for
both fup and fdwn.

zζl ( fup) = e j2πrlζ/λup ,

zζl ( fdwn) = e j2πrlζβ/λup

= [zζl ( fup)]β = zζl ( fup)[zζl ( fup)]β−1. (3)

Now it is easy to see that zl are the roots of the characteristic
equation of the linear constant-coefficient difference equa-
tion

∑L−1
l=0 Alh[ζ − l] = 0 [25], [26]. After we can determine

the AR model coefficients for an interval of spatial signa-
tures at both fup = 4.9 GHz and fdwn = 5.1 GHz, we can
determine the roots, zl( fup) and zl( fdwn). Knowing these, we
know β, since β = ln(zl( fup))/ ln(zl( fdwn)). The roots rep-
resent the Doppler frequencies corresponding to each ray.
These depend on the velocity of the mobile with respect
to the ray as well as the carrier frequency. The proxim-
ity of the carriers leads to the intuitive reasoning that the
Doppler frequencies should be approximately equal. We
use this intuition to reinforce the reasoning behind the hy-
pothesis as follows. The characteristic equation at fdwn is∑L−1

l=0 AL−l−1( fdwn)zL−1 = 0 [25], [26]. If we assume L unique
roots, then

L−1∑
l=0

AL−l−1( fdwn)zL−1 =

L−1∏
l=1

(z − zl( fdwn))

=

L−1∏
l=1

(z − zl( fup)[zl( fup)]β−1)

≈
L−1∏
l=1

(z − zl( fup))

for β�1

=

L−1∏
l=0

AL−l−1( fup)zL−1. (4)

Thus Al( fdwn) ≈ Al( fup), for l = 1, · · · , L−1 and we assume
A0( fup) = A0( fdwn) = 1. From this reason, given the small
frequency separation, the uplink and downlink channel still
share many common features, i.e., the number of paths, the
path delays, an average SNR, and the DOAs, which are the
same for both links and are not frequency dependant. The
features are reported on the related works and are based on
the limited time averaging [22], [23]. Therefore, in FDD
systems, the channel parameters can be used at the base sta-
tion for downlink adaptive selection without FBI. Moreover,
in this paper, we consider the sector antenna system to re-
duce the antenna space in BS, since the different arrival sig-
nals show a low correlation coefficient. In the BS, the chan-
nel information such as the number of paths, the path delays,
an average SNR and the DOAs, can be obtained by using an
IFFT operation of the frequency domain channel impulse re-
sponse that estimated from the pilot signals for each sector.
The complex path impulse response of the channel is given
by

�up(t) =
L−1∑
l=0

�up,lδ(t − τl), (5)

where L is the number of channel paths, �up,l represents the
strength of the complex path for uplink path l, τl is the prop-
agation delay for path l. Since we need to know which sector
element of the antenna receives the signal, we modified the
channel model of Eq. (5). The channel impulse response for
the n-th sector element is given by

�up,n(t) =
ηn−1∑
l=0

�up,lδ(t − τl)gn(φl), (6)

where ηn is the number of channel paths for n-th sector el-
ement, gn(φl) is the normalized power gain, φl is the orien-
tation angle, respectively. In this paper, we use two sector
selection schemes such as the sum method and the mean
method. The mean method for sector element selection is
given by

〈
nmax

〉
= arg max

1≤n≤N

∣∣∣�up,n(t)
∣∣∣2

ηn

〈
nscd

〉
=

arg max
1≤n≤N,
�nmax

∣∣∣�up,n(t)
∣∣∣2

ηn
, (7)

where nmax and nscd are the selected sector elements, N is
the total number of sector elements, respectively. The sum
method selection is given by

〈
nmax

〉
= arg max

1≤n≤N

∣∣∣�up,n(t)
∣∣∣2

〈
nscd

〉
=

arg max
1≤n≤N,

�nmax

∣∣∣�up,n(t)
∣∣∣2. (8)

By using Eqs. (7), (8), we can select the sector elements for
downlink. For OFDM systems with a proper cyclic pre-
fix and sample timing, with tolerable leakage, the downlink
channel response of the frequency domain for selected nmax

and nscd sector elements at the k-th subcarrier can be ex-
pressed as

hdwn,nmax,k =

ηnmax−1∑
l=0

�dwn,l(k)e j2πkl/K

= Hnmax (k)Hα(k),

hdwn,nscd ,k =

ηnscd−1∑
l=0

�dwn,l(k)e j2πkl/K

= Hnscd (k)Hα(k), (9)

where Hnmax = [�nmax,0, �nmax,1, . . . , �nmax,ηnmax−1]H , Hnscd =

[�nscd ,0, �nscd ,1, . . . , �nscd ,ηnscd−1]H are the ηnmax and ηnscd sized
vector containing the time responses, α(k) is the FFT opera-
tion, respectively.
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2.2 Alamouti Scheme

Alamouti scheme is the simple transmit diversity technique
using two transmit antennas. This scheme requires the or-
thogonality property as

XH X = (|s1|2 + |s2|2 + · · · + |si|2)I (10)

where XH , I, and si are the complex conjugate transpose of
the transmission matrix, the identity matrix, and the trans-
mitted signal and the element of X, respectively. For 2 sec-
tor selection transmit diversity, the transmission matrix us-

ing Alamouti’s scheme is X =

[
snmax snscd

−s∗nscd
s∗nmax

]
. The in-

formation symbols can be decoded without a reduction of
the transmission rate and the complex signal processing by
using orthogonality property and channel state information
(CSI). Table 1 shows the transmitted signals at each se-
lected sector elements in the STBC. At time t, the signals
snmax , snscd are transmitted simultaneously from the selected
sector elements as nmax and nscd with variance σ2

s , respec-
tively. At the time t+T , −s∗nscd

, s∗nmax
are transmitted simulta-

neously nmax and nscd, respectively. The channel coefficients
of two different propagation channels hdwn,nmax , and hdwn,nscd

are assumed constant over successive symbols snmax and snscd

as

hdwn,nmax (t) = hdwn,nmax (t + T )

= hdwn,nmax = αnmax e
jεnmax

hdwn,nscd (t) = hdwn,nscd (t + T )

= hdwn,nscd = αnscd e jεnscd (11)

where α and ε represented the amplitude and phase of the
complex channel responses, respectively. The received sig-
nal at received antenna shown in Table 2 can be expressed
as

r1 = hdwn,nmax snmax + hdwn,nscd snscd + ñ1

r2 = −hdwn,nmax s∗nscd
+ hdwn,nscd s∗nmax

+ ñ2 (12)

where ñ1, and ñ2 are AWGN with variance σ2
n. At the re-

ceiver, the combiner forms two combined signals expressed
as

ŝnmax = h∗dwn,nmax
r1 + hdwn,nscd r∗2

= (|αnmax |2 + |αnscd |2)snmax

Table 1 Transmitted signals at two selected sector elements.

time t time t + T

nmax snmax −s∗nscd

nscd snscd s∗nmax

Table 2 Received signals at receive antenna.

time t time t + T

Rx r1 r2

+ h∗dwn,nmax
ñ1 + hdwn,nscd ñ∗2

ŝnscd = h∗dwn,nscd
r1 − hdwn,nmax r

∗
2

= (|αnmax |2 + |αnscd |2)snscd

− hdwn,nmax ñ
∗
2 + h∗dwn,nscd

ñ1. (13)

By operating this procedure, the transmitted signals are re-
covered with a diversity gain due to applying MRC. The pro-
posed STBC/OFDM systems can select the sector elements
using the channel link correlation, in this case, the estimated
channel responses hdwn,nmax , hdwn,nscd can be replaced by

ĥdwn,nmax = hdwn,nmax + εnmax ,

ĥdwn,nscd = hdwn,nscd + εnscd (14)

where εnmax , εnscd are channel estimation errors due to noise
and its variance is σ2

ε = σ
2
n/P, P is the transmitted power,

respectively. From Eqs. (8), (9), two successive transmitted
signals snmax , snscd in STBC/OFDM system are separated by
applying the following equation

ŝnmax = ĥ∗dwn,nmax
r1 + ĥdwn,nscd r∗2

= (|αnmax + εnmax |2 + |αnscd + εnscd |2)snmax

+ h∗dwn,nmax
ñ1 + hdwn,nscd ñ∗2

ŝnscd = h∗dwn,nscd
r1 − hdwn,nmax r

∗
2

= (|αnmax + εnmax |2 + |αnscd + εnscd |2)snscd

− hdwn,nmax ñ
∗
2 + h∗dwn,nscd

ñ1. (15)

3. Performance Analysis

Assuming that the channel response is stationary and the
transmitted symbols are uncorrelated, the effective SNR is
a conditional expectation subject to the estimated channel
responses ĥdwn,nmax and ĥdwn,nscd , which can be written as

γε =
(|hdwn,nmax + εnmax |2 + |hdwn,nscd + εnscd |2)σ2

s

(|εnmax |2 + |εnscd |2)σ2
s + 2σ2

n
. (16)

Let ξ = |εnmax |2 + |εnscd |2. The channel estimation error
εnmax and εnscd are mutually uncorrelated complex Gaus-
sian random variables, so that ξ is a chi-square random
variable. For sufficiently small σ2

ε, the channel estima-
tion errors εnmax , εnscd and the estimated channel responses
hdwn,nmax , hdwn,nscd can be assumed to be uncorrelated. Under
this assumption, BER of QPSK can be obtained as

PE(γ) =
∫ ∞

0
P(E|ξ)p(ξ)dξ. (17)

Suppose that the channel responses hdwn,nmax and hdwn,nscd

are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex
Gaussian random variable, the conditional error probability
is

P(E|ξ) =
(
1 − λ(ξ)

2

2)
{2 + λ(ξ)}, (18)

where
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λ(ξ) =

√
γ(1 + σ2

ε)

γ(2ξ + 1 + σ2
ε) + 4

. (19)

The proposed system estimates the effective sector elements
and concentrate the transmitting power on the selected sec-
tor elements. Obviously, this is sub-optimal from perfor-
mance point of view. However, the proposed system can
improve the system performance without any FBI.

4. Computer Simulated Results

Figure 1 shows a simulation model of the proposed
STBC/OFDM with Nc = 64 subcarriers. On the base sta-
tion, the received signals for each sector element are es-
timated with Eq. (7), and then the Alamouti coded signals
are transmitted from the selected sector elements. The data
stream is firstly encoded. Here, convolutional codes (rate
R = 1/2, constraint length K = 7) with bit interleaving are
used. These have been found to be efficient for transmission
of an OFDM signal over a frequency selective fading chan-
nel. The coded bits are QPSK modulated with Alamouti
space-time coding and then serial-to-parallel (S/P) trans-
formed. The OFDM time signals are generated by an IFFT
and transmitted from each selected sector element to the fre-
quency selective radio channel after cyclic extensions have
been inserted. Figure 2 shows the configuration of a sector
antenna in a BS. The received angles of 3-, 6-, and 8-sector
antennas are 120◦, 60◦, and 45◦, respectively. The transmit-
ted signals are subject to broadband channel propagation. In
this model, L = 15 path Rayleigh fadings have exponential
shapes with path separation Tpath = 125 nsec and random
arrival angle(φ), and the RMS delay spread is τrms ≈ 0.6 μs
as shown in Fig. 3. This situation causes severe frequency
selective fading. The maximum Doppler frequency is as-
sumed to be 10 Hz. In the receiver, the received signals are
erased the guard interval and S/P converted. Nc parallel se-
quences are passed to an FFT operator, which converts the
signal back to the frequency domain. This frequency do-
main signals are detected and demodulated using STBC de-

Fig. 2 The configuration of a sector antenna.

Fig. 3 The channel model.

coding. After the STBC decoding, bits are detected by the
Viterbi soft decoding algorithm. The packets consist of 64
subcarriers and 22 OFDM symbols (number of pilot signals:
Np = 2, number of data signals: Nd = 20) with an effective
data rate of 8 Msymbol/s. In this simulation, 3, 6, and 8 sec-
tor elements on the BS are considered. Table 3 shows the
simulation parameters.

Figure 4 shows the BER of SISO-OFDM, 2Tx
STBC/OFDM with 1Rx, 2 sector elements selection for 6
sector elements based STBC/OFDM using sum method and
mean method with 1Rx at Doppler frequency of 10 Hz. In
this evaluation, transmitted Eb/N0 is considered. Alamouti
coded OFDM can achieve a space diversity with 2TX com-
pared with 1Tx. Alamouti coded 2Tx OFDM system trans-
mits signals for whole direction, therefore the transmitting
power is inefficient. However, the sector selection based
STBC/OFDM choose the effective sector elements using up-
link signals, and then the transmitting power is concentrate
on the selected sector elements. Therefore, 2 sector ele-
ments selection for 6 sector elements based STBC/OFDM

Table 3 Simulation parameters.

Modulation QPSK

Effective data rate 8 Msymbol/s

Number of carriers Nc = 64

Guard interval 16 sample times

Frame size 22 symbols

(Np = 2, Nd = 20)

FEC Convolutional code

(R = 1/2, K = 7)

Fading 15 path Rayleigh fading

Doppler frequency 10 Hz

Tx antenna 3, 6, and 8 sector elements

Rx antenna 1 Rx

Fig. 4 BER of SISO-OFDM, 2Tx STBC/OFDM, 2 sector elements se-
lection for 6 sector elements based STBC/OFDM using sum method and
mean method with 1Rx at 10 Hz Doppler frequency.
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Fig. 5 BER of 2Tx STBC/OFDM, 2 sector elements selection for 3, 6
and 8 sector elements and 1Rx with and without convolutional coding at
Doppler frequency of 10 Hz.

Fig. 6 Received signal level.

can reduce the transmitted power loss with achieving a di-
versity gain compared with 2Tx STBC/OFDM. Moreover,
in this paper, we consider two sector selection methods such
as the sum method and the mean method. The sum method
considers the total power for each sector element. In this
case, the selected sector element might be received the weak
path. However, the mean method considers averaging power
for each sector element. Therefore, the mean method can
achieve about 2 dB gain compared the sum method at BER
of 10−4.

Figure 5 shows the BER of 2Tx STBC/OFDM, 2 sec-
tor elements selection for 3, 6 and 8 sector elements and
1Rx with and without convolutional coding for Doppler fre-
quency of 10 Hz. For increasing the total number of sector
elements, the proposed system estimates the effective sec-
tor elements and concentrate the transmitting power on the
selected sector elements. Therefore, 2 sector elements se-
lection for 8 sector elements achieves 6 dB, 4.5 dB, 1.5 dB
gains compared with 2Tx STBC/OFDM, 2 sector elements

Fig. 7 BER of SISO-OFDM, 2Tx STBC/OFDM, 2 sector elements se-
lection for 6 sector elements, and 2 sector elements selection for 6 sector
elements for power imbalance 5, 10 and 15 dB with 1Rx at 10 Hz Doppler
frequency.

selection for 3 and 6 sector elements at BER of 10−4. Mean-
while, the BER of 6 and 8 sector elements with FEC show
the approximately same BER. This is because 8 sector ele-
ments system with FEC and interleaving achieves a poor fre-
quency diversity due to reduced paths for the selected sector
elements as shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 7 shows the BER of SISO-OFDM, 2Tx
STBC/OFDM, 2 sector elements selection for 6 sector el-
ements, and 2 sector elements selection with power imbal-
ances of 5, 10 and 15 dB for 6 sector elements with 1Rx at
10 Hz Doppler frequency. In a high altitude base station,
an angular spread is small. Therefore, we can assume a
line-of-sight (LOS) situation. For a LOS situation with sec-
tor antenna, power imbalance is very important parameter
in accessing the effectiveness of an angular diversity sys-
tem. A large imbalance in the received power would render
the whole diversity system worthless because the contribu-
tion of the weak channel will be negligible in a diversity
combining scheme, so the receiver will continually pick the
strongest channel. In such a situation, diversity would be
an unnecessary overhead on the receiver and a drain on bat-
tery power. From this reason, the system performance of
the proposed system with a high imbalance is degraded with
comparison to 2 sector elements selection for 6 sector el-
ements. Particularly, the BER performance of 2 sector ele-
ments selection with imbalanced power of 15 dB for 6 sector
elements shows the closing point with 2Tx STBC/OFDM.

Figure 8 shows the BER of 2 sector elements selection
for 6 sector elements and 1Rx with various σ2

ε at Doppler
frequency of 10 Hz. By increasing σ2

ε, the channel esti-
mation error is increased. Therefore, the BER performance
shows the error floor as Eq. (18).

In general, sector antenna systems are used in multi-
cell environment. Thus we consider the multi-cell inter-
ference from performance point of view. Figure 9 shows
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Fig. 8 BER of 2 sector elements selection for 6 sector elements and 1Rx
with various σ2

ε at Doppler frequency of 10 Hz.

Fig. 9 BER of 2Tx STBC/OFDM, 2 sector elements selection for 6 sec-
tor elements and 1Rx with various multi-cell interferences at Doppler fre-
quency of 10 Hz.

the BER of 2Tx STBC/OFDM, 2 sector elements selection
for 6 sector elements and 1Rx with various multi-cell in-
terferences at Doppler frequency of 10 Hz. By increasing
the multi-cell interference, 2 sector elements selection for
6 sector elements can achieve better BER compared with
2Tx STBC/OFDM. This is because the proposed system
estimates the effective sector elements and concentrate the
transmitting power on the selected sector elements. So the
proposed system can be improved the SINR in multi-cell
environment.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed the channel link correlation
based transmit sector antenna selection for STBC/OFDM
without FBI. The proposed scheme achieves a superior BER
performance without FBI. From the simulation results, 2

sector elements selection for 8 sector elements achieves
6 dB gain compared with 2Tx STBC/OFDM at BER of 10−4.
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